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New Results Software Presentation Engine

Announcing a New Results Software Presentation Engine
We are excited to share with you our
latest major upgrade to Results
Software. On Thursday, December
13th a brand new “Results
Presentation Engine” will be
released as part of the standard
feature set. We chose to develop
Presentation Engine as a direct
result of your feedback. This feature
will give you the capability to create
your performance measure
presentations directly in Results
Software. It is designed with the
goal of significantly reducing the time and headache involved in putting together the
documentation for measure review meetings. More about the specifics in the
highlight section below.

Why We Chose a beta Release
This first release of Presentation Engine can be described as a beta release. We
chose to do a beta release because this is just the beginning of a powerful new
capability and we didn’t want you to have to wait any longer. The release is
functional, stable, and ready for you to use right away. Plus, we have an exciting
development road map (outlined below) for Presentation Engine that will bring many
enhancements over time. Of course, we will be actively collecting your feedback
from this first release to further refine the capability.

Highlights of this Release
The following is a partial list of the key features of Presentation Engine:
1. Create measure presentations directly within Results Software.
2. Provides the ability to collaborate across multiple measure owners at the
same time. Multiple users can be inputting into the presentation
simultaneously.
3. Staff has editing rights to measure notes based on their RESULTS
permission and ownership assignments
4. Presentations can have as many measures as necessary and the measures
can come from throughout the organization (any map).
5. Create measure presentations for everything from daily huddles to quarterly
business reviews.
6. Presentation Title and Table of Contents are automatically generated and
updated.
7. Presentations are in a standard “landscape slide” format that is familiar to
users and audiences.
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8. Large text fields available to document and discuss the performance of a
measure and any appropriate next steps to apply corrective action.
9. Each slide can be customized with a flexible text editor.
10. Measures are easily selected for each slide.
11. Presentations can be locked down (e.g., “frozen in time”) to maintain proper
history and archiving.
12. Presentations can be named and saved for future reference. Historical
narrative on past reviews easily retrievable.
13. Presentations can be navigated with simple directional controls.
14. There is no limit to the number of presentations that can be created.

Our Go Forward Road Map for Presentation Engine
We have an exciting road map of new features for Presentation Engine and we
anticipate many more ideas from all of you. Here are a few of the new features we
will be rolling out over time:
1. Saving presentations to PDF format (for saving outside of Results Software
as well as ease of printing).
2. Advanced formatting and branding.
3. Graphics importing.
4. Multiple measures per slide.
5. Multiple template choices.
6. User designed templates.

Our Ask of You
Our ask of you is simple. Please start using Presentation Engine and experiment
with the power of preparing for your meetings within Results Software. You will have
lots of feedback and we will want to hear it. That way we can formulate a road map
for new features based on “your voice.”
Please reach out to Chris Barker (cbarker@massingenuity.com), Results
Software Product Manager to schedule a private training session.
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